
Success Story of Manasa

  Manasa....

an abandonment Girl.

She is having  Severe Mental Retardation and associated with

Physical Disability i.e. Cerebral Palsy. She Identified by Rail Way

Police men In the A/C 3 Tair Compartment of the Padamavathi

Express at Tirupati on 06.04.2008. After Searching for her

parents, they admitted her into PASS- Manovikas, because, non

tracing her parents.

At the time of Admission She  around 4 years of age.

Physical conditions at the time of Joining :

Ø Poor Neck Control, Both Hands and legs are paralysed.

Ø Unable to move on side to another at bedding.

Ø Unable to sit

Medical Conditions at the time of Joining :

Ø By birth Jaundice

Ø Hypo thyroiditis

Ø Frequent epileptic Strokes

As per Overall assessment done by the Multi Disciplinary Team, noticed the following things.

Ø She does not maintain Eye to Eye contact

Ø Does not respond to the light and colored things with her eyes.

Ø Does not attract with music

Ø Teeth grinding

Ø Frequent Crying

After the assessment, Identified her immediate rehabilitation needs. Then Discussed about

her Strengths and weaknesses, Management plan, Training Strategies, adaptations with

equipments, Behavior modification methods etc. in the Meeting of Multi Disciplinary team

i.e. Principal, Psychologist, Speech Therapist, Physio therapist, Special Educator, Social

worker, Care taker.  Then taking goals for an year.

With the Hard work and commitment of the Team, incorporation of the Materials, and

Utmost support for the Donors for Medical Treatment and Therapeutic interventions Manasa

Started improvement with in a month.

Gradually, She learned neck holding, responding with smiling, making movements in her

hands and Legs, Movements in head and so on.



At present (31.03.15) ...Manasa can..

Ø Sit at one place and moved in Circular manner with sup-

port of  her legs.

Ø Watch T.V. and Music very interestingly.

Ø Reducing the unnecessary excissive cry.

Ø Hold the small things with hands and put them into her

mouth

Ø Move her head towards persons

Ø having likes and dislikes with in the eatables, toys and

cloths etc.

Ø Dance with music through body  movements, hands

weaving and Legs tapping.

Ø Rise her hands for pickup things which are Higher than

her head.

Ø Be in a crawling position with Kneel Bending when ever she feel very happy.

Ø Make sounds like ‘AAA’  when ever other persons asking her pronouncing ‘Amma’

Ø Interact with other Children with Smiling and tapping legs along with hand

movements.

Ø Eat Solid food items like nuts, hot chips etc. by taking  with her hands from the ground.

Ø Now Manasa learning kneeling, Standing with support, Pronouncing of ovals, and

dancing, Toilet indication etc.

These overall all development of manasa is took place because of Kind hearted donors.

Even though,

Manasa having needs and

Seeking Support of the donors

for further Better learning,

better living and ultimately

independent living.

Dont Lough at me

Lough with me

- Mentally Challenged



SUCCESS STORY OF SUMATHI

Sumathi....

An abandonment Woman.

T
his girl is related to the Mental illness category. She joined  in

our School in 2006. Women  Police found  her  near railway

station and handed  over her to Pass Manovikas, a residential

Special for Mentally changed at Tirupati.   She  was  22 years of age (approx) when she was

joined in our Special school.

Physical   Condition  at the   time of   Joining :

Ø Physical  organs  of   this   girl are  all  in  good   condition.

Medical Condition at the time of Joining :

Ø At the time of Joining Her health conditions are Normal

Mental  Status at the time of Joining :

Ø She has  severe stage of mental illness at the time of  Joining.

Ø She does not  take food herself.

Ø As she is Tamil girl, she was faced language conflicts.

Ø Whenever she found living creatures like frog, lizard, leopard, mosquitos  etc.,  used to

kill  them  and eat .

Ø Instead of drinking fresh water, she preferred to drink  undrinkable water from Dust

bins.

Ø She ignores others advice. She always beat others and  abuse  in Tamil.

Ø If any person reached her, she abuses them using ugly language. This same situation

was prolonged hours together.

With expertise efforts of the Team, Gradually, she can able  understand the others who

are nearer to her.

As per the overall assessment made by  the Multi Disciplinary team, the following

points were noticed :

Ø This girl does not mingle with others .

Ø Always prefers to be alone.



Ø Abuses and beats others, who approach her.

Ø Does take  bath. Does not wear neat dress.

Ø Sitting alone in a corner with weeping and she abusing

herself.

After the assessment, Identified her immediate rehabilitation

needs. Then Discussed about her Strengths and weaknesses,

Management plan, Training Strategies, adaptations with        equipments, Behavior modifi-

cation methods etc. in the Meeting of Multi Disciplinary team i.e. Principal, Psychologist,

Speech Therapist, Physio therapist, Special Educator, Social worker, Care taker.  Then tak-

ing goals for an year.

The combined and individual  efforts of the team members, encouraged for positive changes

in her.

As a result...

Ø Sumathi, can now carry fallowing instructions given to her. Now, She is able to  assist-

ing in kitchen & Serving drinking water to the Staff and guests, and so on.

Ø As she was given proper counselling , now, she can able to take care  her daily needs

herself. She learned to wear neat dress.

At Present (31-03-2015 ) ...Sumathi can do the following :

Ø Can mingle with others if need.

Ø Can carry out her daily activities by  herself without any instructions of others.

Ø Can not abusing or beating others unnecessary.

Ø Can handle utensils.

Ø Can clean fruits with water  and  cut them into pieces for cooking.

Ø Can wash her clothes.

Ø Can fold the washed clothes neatly.

Ø Can draw pictures.

Ø Can understand the instructions of others and can be-

have accordingly

Ø Can write her name in tamil.

Ø Can drew “Muggulu” (an Indian traditional drawings in front Yard of the House.)

These overall all development of Sumathi is took place because of Kind hearted donors.

Even though, Sumathi having needs and Seeking Support from the donors for further Better

independent living.



       Success Story of Amulu

Amulu....

An abandonment Girl.

A
mmulu is having severe Mental Retardation and associated with Autistic features.

She Identified After her parents leave here alone and gone away, by one of the

pilgrims at Tirumala Hill at Philgrims Amirities complex on 04.08.2006. Then the

philgrims took her and handed over to TTD Security Guards at place. Then the Security men

bring notice to Vigilance Officer. They kept this girl in their custody for couple of days and

awaiting for her parents. In this period, they release announcements through mikes which

are placed in all over hill, but of no use. Two days after The vigilance

persons handed over her to Tirupati West police station for further ac-

tion. Then the police men searched for her parents for two days, but not

traced.  Then  they admitted her into PASS- Manovikas. At that time,

she was 6 years old (approx).

Physical conditions at the Time of Joining :

Ø Teeth not formed in front side.

Ø Weak body due to lake of sufficient food

Medical Condition at the time of Joining :

Ø She was suffering with Fits. Cannot sit constantly at one place. If she

happen to see any  thing that she likes, then she used to see that thing

straightly, eagerly and constantly and express that she want it.

Ø she has  drooling problem.

Ø She has some of  Autism symptoms.

As per Overall assessment done by the Multi Disciplinary Team,

noticed the following things.

Ø Cannot carry out her Daily living activities.

Ø Can make sounds (un peculiar)

Ø Always put her Right thumb in to the mouth.

Ø Cannot sit constantly at one place.

Ø when taking food she used to pickup each particle of

rice and eat (very slow).

Ø Weeping frequently.

Ø Can not mingle with her peer group.

Ø Can not participate in play with others.

Ø Can not cooperate in class room



After the assessment, Identified her immediate rehabilitation

needs. Then Discussed about her Strengths and weaknesses,

Management plan, Training Strategies, adaptations with

equipments, Behavior modification methods etc. in the Meeting

of Multi Disciplinary team i.e. Principal, Psychologist, Speech

Therapist, Physio therapist, Special Educator, Social worker, Care

taker.  Then taking goals for an year.

The combined and individual  efforts of the team members,

encouraged for positive changes in her.

At present (31.03.15) ...Ammulu can..

Ø Can sit constantly in

one place.

Ø Can understand oral

instructions.

Ø Can ask the things

which she desire.

Ø Can utter two to

three letter words.

(Amma, akka,

daddy, sir, uncle,

aunty, etc.)

Ø Can imitate sounds of animals with mouth.

Ø Can say names of other children.

Ø Can participate in sports and dance  competitions.

Ø Can do scribbling.

Ø Can set towers, colouring, puzzles etc.

Ø Can carry out small works as per the instructions.

Ø Can do all  daily routine work herself.

Ø Can help others.

Ø Can ask  food stuffs as much as  she requires while tak-

ing meals.

Ø Can fold the washed clothes.

Ø Can behave properly with others.

These overall all development of Ammulu is took place because of

Kind hearted donors. Even though, Ammulu having  needs and

Seeking Support from the donors for further Better independent

living.

We have problems but we are not problems



 Success Story of Nagesh

  Nagesh....

   An abandonment Boy ... Now Gold Medalist in Sports

Nagesh is having moderate to mild Mental Retardation and Physically normal. Hi is traced

out at Railway station by the field staff, Street Children welfare & care project of PASS on

17.07.2009. They enquired about his native place and about his parents. They didn’t get any

information about himself. They suspected that the boy was Mentally Retarded and need

special Educational Training. Then they sent him to our Special. School on the same day.

At the time of Joining, Nagesh...

Ø has 10 Years. (Approx).

Ø has no physical problems.

Ø has Speech problem

Medical Condition :

Ø Nagesh has  Floating nose  - problem (Jala Dosham ) ( Running nose ) cold.

As per Overall assessment done by the Multi Disciplinary Team,   noticed the following

things.

Ø Nagesh’s mother tongue is kannada

Ø He has speech problem : He has articulation problems like distortion (not clear).

Ø He can’t mingle with peer group

Ø He has wandering tendency

Ø He has no educational inputs : He doesn’t know even scribbling. He can’t identify

numbers, Alphabets, day & night etc.

Ø He can dependent in eating & dressing & toileting

Ø He can’t bath himself.

Ø He has poor social skills.

After the assessment, Identified his immediate rehabilitation needs. Then Discussed about

his Strengths and weaknesses, Management plan, Training Strategies, adaptations with

equipments, Behavior modification methods etc. in the Meeting of Multi Disciplinary team

i.e. Principal, Psychologist, Speech Therapist, Physio therapist, Special Educator, Social

worker, Care taker.  Then taking goals for an year.

The combined and individual  efforts of the team members, encouraged for positive changes.

According to goals at first he has trained to carry out daily routine  necessities and dressing.

Then gradually identifying & writing his name, Social interaction with other children, fol-



lowing instructions given by, etc.,

In 2011 He admitted Ruya hospital

and get treatment with 20 days for

severe health conditions. At the time,

Ayahs support and service is count

less.

Present (31-3-2015) Condition :

Ø His running nose and cold have

been reduced.

Nagesh Can...

Ø tell his name when asked.

Ø carry out daily activities (toileting, bathing, dressing, eating, etc.)  himself.

Ø help to other children as well as staff

Ø carry out simple tasks, given by.

Ø tell & write numbers up to 10

Ø speak two to three letter words of Telugu with clarity

Ø identify the pictures of Animals and can say their names.

Ø say names of birds by seeing their pictures.

Ø recite Rhymes.

Ø operate and  enjoy  T.V. by tuning desired channels.

Ø say the names of fruits.

Ø Mr. Nagesh is a Gold medalist in Running race in District level Sports meet and bagged

Bronze Medal in Shot put in State level sports meet. Both are conducted by Special

Olympics Bharat in collaboration with Ministry of Youth affairs & Sports, Government

of India.

Ø Now this boy being as leader of the class

Ø he can leading the  Prayer & Yoga. And also lead the  Prayer at the of dining.

Ø He performs dance on the stage at the occasions of  functions.

Ø Now he getting on job training for the duties of watchman and attendar

Ø He can assist temporarily if needed.

Ø He invites visitors and take them to necessary persons.

Ø While the visitors  returning back,  he request to their signatures in visitors book.

These overall all development of Nagesh  is took place because of Kind hearted donors.

Even though, Nagesh  having  needs and Seeking Support from the donors for further Better

independent living.

If  you give an opportunity, we will prove our strengths



 Success Story of Sukanya

Sukanya....
An abandonment girl

In 2004 this girl was found at Tirumala. While she was alone,   police  enquired but no

response was  received from any body.  As her condition  was not normal, they brought her

to PASS Manovikas.  She was 8 years age at that time.  She has moderately Mental retarda-

tion.

Physical Condition at the Time of Joining :

Ø Her mobility was adequate.

Ø Health is normal .

Ø can eat food was if served.

Medical Conditions at the time of Joining :

Ø Fits now and then

Ø No other medical problems are found.

Behavioral Conditions at the time of Joining :

Ø Can understand and carry out  small  works when asked for.

Ø Can not mingle with others.

Ø She used to eat uneatable things like bricks, sand etc.

Ø She is having sturborn ness

As per Overall assessment done by the Multi Disciplinary Team,   noticed the following

things.

Ø She hold the slate pencil

Ø She doesn’t speak even single word.

Ø She can’t her daily activities independently.

Ø She doesn’t have toilet indication

Ø She having sturbbrn ness behavior.

Ø She having too much shyness with new per-

sons.

Ø She con not participate in sports & games in a

          group.

Ø She can follow simple instructions given by.

After the assessment, Identified her immediate

rehabilitation needs. Then Discussed about her



Strengths and weaknesses, Management plan,

Training Strategies, adaptations with  equipments, Behavior modi-

fication methods etc. in the Meeting of Multi Disciplinary team i.e.

Principal, Psychologist, Speech Therapist, Physio therapist, Spe-

cial Educator, Social worker, Care taker.

Then taking goals for an year.

Sukanya is now able to pickup and gained ability of doing all of her

daily activities by herself and learned so many skills which are es-

sential for girls.

At Present (20-04-2015) Sukanya acquired the following skills

and able to carry out.

In Self care..

Ø Can now carry out her daily activities like,

toileting, Brushing

Ø Can do bathing by herself,

Ø can dressing  herself.

Ø Can tie hair with Hair band herself and to others.

Ø She can maintain menstrual hygiene appropriately.

Ø Can identify body parts

In Domestic skills..

Ø Can wash her clothes with detergent and Hanging

washed cloths  for drying.

Ø Can fold  the dried clothes

Ø Can separate the Vegetables and wash them properly.

Ø Can stitch buttons to clothes with prompts

Ø Can mope and sweep the floor and keep the surroundings clean.

Ø Can clean Plates, tumblers and utensils

Ø Can arrange plates and tumblers  for dining.

In Social Skills..

Ø Can assists others on request.

Ø Can actively participate in group activities

Ø Can interact with others

Ø Can wash the faces of small children and put bindi.

Ø Can speak in sentence level with proper conversation.

Ø Can understand about gender differences

Ø Can carry out the activities of ayahs whenever required

In class room..

Ø Can say numbers up to 20.

Ø Can make paper covers.

Ø Can tell names of weeks and Months.
Please focus on my abilities rather than Disabilities


